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DEGREE OPTIONS

B.A.A. – (most popular option)
No group requirements beyond University Program and Competency courses
Students may select virtually any minor

B.F.A. – For students with a fine arts background
Enlarged BCA Major.
Instead of a minor, a 25-hour Fine Arts concentration that can be assembled from
Art, English (creative writing), Dance, Music and Theater
Student must present Fine Arts portfolio to the School Director to ascertain eligibility

B.S. in Ed – Earn a BCA major as well as Speech teaching certification
Enlarged major includes CDA and TAI coursework
Teachable minor required as is the Professional Education sequence.
Student must separately secure admission to Teacher Education Program

B.A. – Foreign language required
Minor optional
Block requirements in Humanities, Natural Sciences and Social Sciences

B. S. –
Plan A
Minor optional
Block requirements in Humanities, Natural Sciences, Social Sciences
Plan B
Same as above, but specific minor required